tion of velocities comparable to those found in experimental flows, i.e., the grid-generated turbulent flow of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin (1971) (C-BC), and the jet-generated turbule. nt flow of B-B. Making the assumption of a "frozen" velocity field and a weak acoustic wave front that does not interact with the field, we use the ray-trace equations to integrate numerically the trajectories of acoustic rays. By carrying out such integrations over an ensemble of statistically similar welocity fields, we accumulate statistics of the variation in arrival times for the rays traveling prescribed distances.
In our approach two features are noteworthy. First, most of our numerical experiments do not model the usual source-receiver problem in which the properties of eigenrays passing from source to receiver are investigated. Rather, we explore the propagation statistics of rays whose initial directions art; preassigned without regard to where they may travel. (Below, in a comparison experiment involving eigenray tracing we refer to these preassigned initial direction rays as PID rays.) Second, in our method there is no inherent acoustic wavelength. To interpret travel-time variance as phase variance, we must multiply by an assumed angular frequency.
The present paper describes a number of numerical experiments, all of which focus on the travel-time variance of an acoustic wave propagating through a random inhomogeneous medium (air). In these experiments, in part because of the way we characterize the turbulent fields, and in part because of our procedure for following individual rays, we have the flexibility of obtaining solutions to the ray-trace equations with or without simplifying assumptions. Of the set of experiments, three simulate theoretical approximations by integrating ray-trace equations that have been modified to conform to the simplifying assumptions made in the respective theories. The theories examined are as follows: the Chernov approximation--propagation in a straight line; the stochastic Helmholtz solution--replacing a vector disturbance field with an "equivalent" scalar one; and the parabolic approximation--a forward scattering approach.
Two additional experiments complete our work: a simulation that does emulate a source-receiver problem (in two dimensions), and a simulation that models the laboratory work of B-B. In this latter effort, we statistically reproduce B-B's jet-generated air flow and compare our ray-trace calctfiations wi[h his results.
I. GENERATING THE TURBULENT FIELD
With an eventual goal of modeling the jet-generated turbulent field used in B-B's acoustic measurements, we first established that our Fourier-mode approach to simulating such fields was viable. We validated our technique by generating fields comparable to the grid-generated turbulence used and fully described by C-BC. Jet-generated flows 20 nozzle diameters downstream and grid-generated flows 40 grid-mesh lengths downstream are quasi-isotropic and in spectral equillibrium. As such, their spectral forms are ex- To generate fields for our simulations, we used an adaptation of the spectral model for incompressible, isotropic turbulence due to yon Karman (see, for example, Hinze, 1959 ) in which the shape of the energy density E(k) is characterized by a single length scale L o = 1/k o. Specifically, E(k)•k4/(k2+ 1/Lo2)•7/6; and a value L o =0032 m gave a reasonable fit to the C-BC data. However, this simple spectral form, in principle, has an undefined Taylor microscale because, for large k, velocity gradients increase.. indefinitely with k. Therefore, there is also no definable "inner scale" of the field. (In practice, an effective Taylor microscale would exist because our spectra are truncated at a prescribed maximum wave number.) Although the inner scale is relatively unimportant in acoustic phase variance (Tatarski 1971 ), we modified the simple yon Karman spectrum to include a spectral "tail" due to Pao ( 1965 Pao ( , 1968 However, in our simulations we experimented with r/'s ranging from 0.000 to 0.005.) With this spectral form, we then generated simulated turbulent fields that were composed of N = 30 to N = 60 independent Fourier modes, each having a randomly oriented wave vector k and a complex amplitude vector a(k).
The direction ofk was prescribed by means of the orientation angles 0 and q•. These were picked randomly with probability P(0) = sin 0/2 and P(½) = 1/2rr. This ensured statistical isotropy with respect to k. The direction of a(k) was also chosen randomly, but in a plane perpendicular to k (a requirement for an incompressible field). Here, a single angle •, chosen with uniform probability over -rr < prescribed that orientation. The amplitude of a(k) was defined to be •E(k)•/2 to produce the yon Karman distribution of velocities; and the complex phase ofa(k) was chosen randomly. To produce a purely real velocity field, for each randomly selected mode we included its conjugate counterpart with wave vector -k and conjugate amplitude vector a*. A complete velocity field was then defined as the summation of all these Fourier components, or Note also that this Fourier representation produces a field whose average velocity is zero, i.e., the field is a purely "fluctuating" field in space.
The collection of wave vectors that defined a field were chosen at logarithmic intervals between a minimum wave number k = I m • and a maximum wave number, usually k = 1000 m •. Figure 2 shows the spectral description of our simulated field using 30 modes and is superposed on the data of C-BC for comparison. The principal decisions for constructing these velocity fields were four: How many Fourier modes need be used? Over what spectral range should the modes be defined? How should these modes be distributed within this range? Should the velocity-vector amplitudes be defined deterministically by the yon Karman relationship, or should they be defined randomly with means corresponding to the von Karman relationship?
The decision on the number of modes was a practical one. Most of our numerical experiments were run with 30. In generating statistics for our simulation of acoustic propaga- With these fields we calculated L/--0.068 m--a value in close agreement with experiment.
II. SIMULATING THE PROPAGATION OF AN ACOUSTIC

WAVE
Having described the technique to generate random velocity fields of known statistical properties, we now turn to the propagation of acoustic wave fronts through those fields.
We employ the principles of geometrical acoustics which are valid for small amplitude variations over an acoustic wavelength, a large radius of curvature of a wavefront in comparison with its wavelength, and a small wavelength in comparison with the characteristic length scale of the disturbing medium. (See, for example, Chernov, 1960). In our scheme, we assume an initial position and direction of propagation of an acoustic wave front, "tag" a point on that wave front, and follow its trajectory through the velocity lield, i.e., we carry out a process known as "ray tracing."
Pierce ( where tl = i --u-s and c(x) and u, (x) are the sourid-speed and velocity components of the field at the position of the tagged point on the wave front. (Although our simulations are intended to involve fields in which only velocity disturbances are present, and so the terms involving refractive gradients could be omitted, some of our experiments emulate theoretical results in which the velocity disturbances are replaced by "equivalent" scalar refractive fields.)
In this formulation we can calculate the right-hand side of the differential equations exactly at every point along a trajectory. Since our turbulent velocity fields have been modeled in terms of a fixed number of discrete Fourier velocity modes, we can obtain the spatial derivatives of the fields analytically at every point. Thus throughout an integration of a ray trajectory, there will be no accumulated err or associated with the usual finite-difference approximation to these derivatives. Insofar as we integrate over long distances, this feature is critical to its success.
Our simulation procedure is slraightforward. We first generate a random velocity field, i.e., select the random components of our Fourier modes. Then pick a point (s) within the field at which we presume to be on an acoustic wave front [e.g., x(0) = (0,0,0) ], giving the wave front at that point a propagation attribute by specifying a slowness vector [e.g., s(x(0)) = (l/[co + u, (x(0))],0,0)]. Then we numerically follow the trajectory of that point and the evolution of the slowness vector over time with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme.
Computations are carried out in double precision wit h an integration time step of At = 1/(cokmax )--the longest step for which results duplicate those obtained from integrations of half that step size. In our simulations we assume the transit time of an acoustic wave is short compared to any time scale in the velocity field and, hence, we follow a trajectory within a "frozen" field; i.e., there is no time evolution of the field during our integrations.
Over ensembles of 250 to 1000 such individual integrations, each using a different random velocity field, we record time of propagation at various distances R from the "source"; then we accumulate statistics. In most cases, 
A. The Chernov approximationmStraight-line ray propagation
Chernov approximates the transit time for acoustic rays by assuming that deviations from a straight trajectory are negligible and produces the transit time to a distance R: With these equations, an ensemble of rays was numerically followed and the final curve on Fig. 5 was produced 
IV. DISCUSSION
Based on the assumption that acoustic waves passing through a turbulent medium depart little from straight-line propagation, current thought--i.e., the Chernov solution--is that acoustic phase variance is proportional to propagation distance. In the numerical experiments just described, that assumption is typically not met. Only in the case where we force a ray to follow an axial trajectory do we produce the linear result. In all of the other simulations--the ones in which we allow for three-dimensional motion--we produce phase variances that have not only linear components, but higher-order terms as well. There is a work that seems to predict this result. Katz (1963) analyzed ray propagation in a 2-D scalar inhomogeneous medium by carrying out a small parameter expansion of the ray-trace equations and produced an expression for travel-distance variance as a function of time. His analysis produced both a linear and a third-order term. But the result is only indirectly applicable to our investigation because we consider the converse problem--time variance as a To explore this possibility, we conducted a final set of numerical experiments in which our simulation technique was used to calculate the phase variance of both sourcereceiver rays (eigenrays) and PID rays. In the eigenray experiments, for each realization of a velocity field the trajectories of a large number of rays were calculated, each ray starting with a different initial direction. Only those rays that passed through a preassigned end point (receiver) were used in calculating transit-time statistics.
Since computing eigenrays in three-dimensional fields Over an ensemble of 250 of these simplified fields, the two ray-trace experiments were performed. First, the usual one: Rays were assigned initial directions along the x, axis and tracked until they reached a prescribed distance R. Second, the source-receiver simulation: Here, we' looked for an initial ray direction such that the ray would pass through the xl axis at a distance R. These eigenrays were selected by following a fan of 200 rays having initial directions over the range -t-10 des in increments of 0.1 des, and then interpolating linearly between adjacent rays to find a new launching angle that would enable that ray to cross the receiver location at the given distance R. The transit time of this new ray was then recorded. !n this way most, if not all, eigenrays were accounted for.
Note that although both experiments were carried out over an ensemble of 250 fields, the eigenray experiment produced more than 250 contributions for large source-receiver separations. The additional contributions result from having more than one eigenray per field, hence the occurrence of caustics. Table I If caustics are a contributing factor, there is a possible explanation for the 20% distances being smaller in the 3-D simulations: The shape of the 2-D Gaussian spectrum is different from that of the 3-D yon Karman spectrum. In the 3-D case, the yon Karman spectrum has a relatively longer "tail" toward high wave number. At least in scalar inhomogeneous fields, the relevant parameter for the occurrence and spacing of caustics is the fourth derivative of the twopoint spatial correlation function (Kulkarny and White, 1982) . And this parameter is significantly influenced by a long spectral tail.
The 2 The technique can be used in a variety of applications. Currently we are extending the approach to study the occurrence of caustics in velocity-inhomogeneous fields having different spectral characteristics, and to study acoustic dispersion in density-inhomogeneous fields. Further, by selecting a small circle of"tagged" points to delineate the perimeter of a hypothetical ray tube and following these points' propagation, one could infer acoustic intensity variability as well.
Finally, we have seen that other approaches providing acoustic pressure repartitions, such as the parabolic approximation, can also be adapted to simulations involving random fields. Our method could be particularly useful for predicting acoustic intensity fluctuations in unsaturated or 
